2004 US O LYMPIC T RIALS M EN's 1500 M ETERS

A LAN W EBB'S A MAZING M ID- R ACE S PRINT
Rarely is a 1500 remembered for a 100 meter segment
that falls in the middle of the race, but that was the case
here as Alan Webb lit up the back straight-away with an
explosive sprint that decided this competition long before
the runners reached the finish line. Webb ran at the front of
the pack through an opening 59.17 lap, and lifted the pace a
bit to reach the 800 in 1:57.25 with a 3 meter lead on the
field. Then the 21 year-old who had been best known for
breaking Jim Ryun's prep mile record hit warp speed down
the back straight in THE MOVE that left the field 30 meters
behind. Webb continued to attack the straights, but the final
600 meters seemed to be a mere formality as his initial
MOVE had simply blown open the race, shocking
competitors and spectators alike. Time was secondary if not
meaningless as Webb savored his first national 1500 title
and cruised home in 3:36.13. Charlie Gruber came home
second in 3:38.45 with Rob Myers taking 3rd in 3:38.93.
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Webb admits "I was a little surprised that I had to lead that early
on, but I didn't panic. We still ran under 60 seconds for the first
lap, so it wasn't like we were totally jogging. I knew that when
we got to 800 I knew I would make my move right around then."

Webb's MOVE leaves the field 40 meters back as he begins the bell lap.

Webb explains his big MOVE - "I wanted it to be sort of a WOW
effect. I wanted them to sort-of think about it for a couple of
seconds, and that is all I needed. If they had to think about anything
- Like Oh what is going on here - that was enough, that was it."
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